New Year's Day Fun Fly
January 1, 2017

Chris Hubbard, Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem, Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson
(Left Early: Ted Smietana; Came Late: Allan Diamond and family;
Not Pictured: Johnny Ringmaster [McFayden]; Taking Photo: Doug Blackmore)

Commentary by John McFayden:
At 10 am and with the sun blazing and a solid 20 km/hr wind blowing, people
began showing up to kick off the New Year flying season. The temperature was a
nice even 2C.
The snow was crisp and deep and even. Actually it was not deep but it was crisp
and even. The use of wheels was no problem at all. There were models with skis
present but the skis were mostly more
problem than value.
There were a few Ringmasters, an elderly
Flite Streak, an electric Super Clown and a
Junk Yard Wars Champion and their
models. Heck there were even spectators.
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Starting the engines was fairly easy in the cool dry
air. Some used quick start but in general a freshly
charged starter battery kept warm in the pocket is
all that is needed for a properly primed engine to
spring to life in a few quick flips.
As mentioned earlier the wind was present in
sufficient muster to make selecting the correct
position to do some tricks an easy task. Fortunately
the wind was not blowing into the sun because the glare from the low hanging
sun bouncing off the snow was totally blinding.
First flight of New Year's Day was flown by Johnny Ringmaster on his
Ringmaster. Following that Doug Blackmore, Keith Morgan, Paul Emerson, Len
Bourel, Naomi Macklem and Allen Diamond took turns christening the 2017
Flying Season.

A FEW PICTURES

The weather on New Year's Eve was a little dim.

A Buster on aluminum skis: no problem.
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First flight for this old FliteStreak, built years ago by Keith's brother but never flown before today.

Naomi at the handle.

Keith brought some chocolate
covered popcorn!
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Allan shares a flight with his daughter...
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